
G E T  C L I E N T S
A C A D E M Y

THE #1 COACHING,  MARKETING 
& BUSINESS SUCCESS PROGRAM -  
THAT ACTUALLY GETS RESULTS!

HOW SUCCESS UNITE CAN HELP YOU START /  SCALE YOUR
BUSINESS TO 5-6  F IGURES PER MONTH AND BEYOND.. .  

(WHILST  HAVING FUN & CREATING POSIT IVE  IMPACT IN  THE 
WORLD ALONG THE WAY)

RESULTS!
RESULTS! RESULTS! 
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CREATE 

At Success Unite, we have one goal with every client
& that's getting them great RESULTS. 

So whilst other programs throw a bunch of out of
date information at you - that still leaves you
wondering "Hmmm, ok. Now how do I actually
find and win ideal clients and build my dream
business in the right way?!" 

That's exactly what we focus on.
(We strip out the 'fluff' so you only get what you
actually need right now, which also makes
everything as simple as possible for you).

We give you mentorship, guidance, accountability
and we hold your hand every single step of the way
as we coach you through the entire process
(utilising our 25+ years marketing & business
expertise) having generated Millions for the
thousands of people who we've helped in over 40
countries.

We've been told that our approach is refreshing and
highly unique. In short no one else in the world
teaches what we do, in the way that that we do it -
which is a good thing...

Our clients are incredible individuals. They tell us
not only are we incredible at what we do, not only
do we OVER DELIVER on our promise - but they
could also sense that we're genuine, we're
authentic, we're sincere - but above all - we really
care about them & their RESULTS (which is just one
of the many reasons why they become clients).

RESULTS

HOW WE

MOST COACHES
DON'T  MAKE IT
ON THEIR  OWN.

 
WANT TO BE IN

THE TOP 1%
WHO EARN

OVER $100K?

EVERYTHING
THAT WE DO
IS  DRIVEN BY
RESULTS . . .



How would your life change for the better if you had all of those things?

What could it be like if you had 5, 10, 15 potential clients per day reaching out to your
business to find out more about working together?

What if you then won those clients at $2,000 - $36,000 each?

What if we could install simple and already proven - effective systems and processes into
your business that just streamline everything. How would it feel to have a highly successful
business that isn't 100% reliant on you - meaning if you wanted to not only can you work
from anywhere but you could even take 2-3 or months off & still be profitable!! 

What if you no longer had to trade your time for money and your earning potential was
unlimited and you just had access to a highly effective marketing strategy that works FOR
YOU - bringing you more ideal clients 24/7 (even while you sleep?)

Well for some, this is just a dream (and always will be!). 
For our best clients - it's their reality and that's what we want for you too.

1. More Meaning.
 We want you to wake up every single day excited, proud of yourself -
because you're doing meaningful work that truly helps others &
impacts the world in a positive way - that brings you happiness.
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THE OUTCOME 

G E T  C L I E N T S
A C A D E M Y

We want you to be able to build your DREAM online 6 or 7 figure business. 
Our goal for you is that you finish this program with:

2. More Freedom. 
We're not just going to help you build your dream business, we're going
to ensure that it's designed in the right way - on your terms. So you
only work when you want & have as much time off as you want to.

3. More Impact. 
This isn't just about YOU. Perhaps like most of our clients you also want to
set your family up for success too. But beyond that - by making more, it
means that we are also able to give more and that feels great.



1 Simple, Step-By-Step Marketing Strategy
We train you, week by week, on a simple client attraction strategy that once
you know it - you can use over & over again to find & win new clients
consistently at $2,000 - $36,000 each. This is the same system we use in our
business & our clients have used to great success. It works.

OUR 12 WEEK PROGRAM INCLUDES:

Deep Dive Critical Strong Success Foundations 
We ensure that we've got the foundations of your business in place & strong
before we start scaling. We'll look at your income goals, your offer, your niche,
your structure, your messaging & your pricing to make it easy for you to start
attracting your ideal clients & achieving your goals as quickly as possible.

Weekly Training & Q+A Calls
Know that the top 1% of people who succeed all have help. It's almost
impossible to get there alone. And now you will too. Work with our team and
get support with ANY aspect of your business relating to: Brand, Marketing,
Copywriting, Sales, Operations or Delivery. 

24/7 Fast Response Concierge Support 
Our team are always on hand to answer any questions that you may have
once you're inside the program. If you want feedback, if you're feeling a bit
stuck - our goal is that you're always clear on what you need to focus on,
you're always in momentum and always moving forward towards your goal.

World Class Sales & Enrolment Training 
We'll also Coach you step-by-step on how to have a 'non-salesy', ethical, easy 
& fun conversation with prospects that result in $2,000 - $36,000 sales. No
longer do they have to be scary, or feel 'pushy' - or worse still result in used 
 time & energy with no reward. We'll show you the right way to win clients. 
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Copy Writing Support 
Let's face it, you're probably amazing at what you do, but most of this is new to
you. Not to worry. We'll literally walk you through everything you need to know.
Not only that - but if necessary we'll also rewrite all of your copy alongside you.
Yep. We'll re-work it until it meets our highest standards of excellence.

Supportive Community
You'll also potentially have the advantage of being surrounded by a
community of like-minded, amazing individuals like you who will inspire,
motivate & encourage you to always be your best. You'll also learn what's
working for them right now to so that you can use it to your advantage too.

Over Delivery
Our clients always say they were blown away just by how much we care
about them & their results. You'll FINALLY have a trusted partner who you
can reply on not only to deliver on everything that's been promised - but a
whole lot more...
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Plus possibly THE MOST important part...

FAQ'S
Do I need a high ticket offer before I get started with Success Unite?
No you don't. We'll help you create an offer that you're extremely passionate about, that you can
be proud of & one that represents your best work that allows you to command a $2,000 - $36,000
price. And YES, although you may find it hard to believe - many of clients have since changed their
initial beliefs once it started to happen for them. And we'll show you exactly how it can happen for
you too - because the first thing that we're going to do together is help you map out exactly what
that looks like. 

World Class Mindset Support 
Right now it's highly likely that your mindset is one of the things preventing you
from achieving your full potential right now. Maybe you have limiting beliefs,
you're not confident in your offer, in your ability to get others results, in your
pricing, in finding & winning clients, in achieving & exceeding your goals. We'll
help you master your mindset so that you become unstoppable.

You're probably thinking that this all sounds like it's exactly what you need right now -
and yes, you're probably right. 

Maybe you have a few questions before you request to join us - which we're more than
happy to answer for you. We'll list our most frequently asked questions here and of
course will be delighted to answer any more that you may have - directly with you.

I'm new to this / just starting out / don't have an audience - can this work for me?
Yes it can. Our programs have been specifically designed to take you from zero / totally unknown
to 6-7 figures. Many of our clients have literally started from nothing. Some have achieved
$24,000 in week 1 with us, others have made over $50,000+ by week 10. Our strategies are up-to-
date and more importantly they work (that's why we also use them ourselves, today in our own
business - very successfully). 

Do you have testimonials?
Yes, lots (and we're very proud of them) - it shows that we deliver on our promise, and more.
Screenshots, videos, reviews. We've had clients make $24,000 in week 1 with us and over $50,000
within 10 weeks (starting from zero) - it just shows you what's possible for you. If you haven't seen
them yet - just ask us and we'll be happy to point you in the right direction.

How much do I need to invest in advertising / marketing / funnels etc..?
$0.00. You don't - that's the beauty of it. We use our unique A+B+C = Clients organic marketing
method - without any complicated technology, without any confusing funnels - in short: once
you're inside the Get Clients Academy, we'll show you how to find & win your ideal clients for
free. 
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I want in! What's the investment to join the Get Clients Academy?
The truth is that building a 6 or7 figure business is a big investment. We don't just mean
financially, but it also takes time, energy, commitment, the willingness to learn & be coached to
success. Event though many of our clients increase their incomes by 10-60x in a very short space
of time, this is NOT "Get Rich Quick" nor is it "Get Rich Easy". You will face obstacles, you will face
challenges. There will be moments of fear. You may even have moments of self doubt. But our
experienced team have seen it all before and are very well placed to guide you through it all, to
support you whenever you need it & to take your hand step-by-step when you need it most. As far
as costs for our programs are concerned, once we understand your goals and objectives - your
dedicated Coach will be best placed to give you honest advice on what's best for you on your call.

How much time per week do I need?
It is entirely up to you, after all - this is your future that we're talking about here - right? We
advocate working SMARTER rather than harder. We therefore recommend 10-15 hours per week,
although some clients have achieved great results with less. We've had busy men & women, moms
and dads, people working full time jobs (and even grandparents). Many of our clients have packed
out schedules, but they have been able to make this work exceptionally well for them. Remember,
building your dream 6 or 7 figure business will require your full commitment to get the results
that you desire. It may feel uncomfortable at times - but that's exactly the right move because
when you finally are able to step outside of your comfort zone it means that you're learning new
skills, you're growing personally as an individual & you're moving forward in the right direction
towards your goals. Ultimately - this is what's going to get you more freedom & everything else
that you want. 
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IMPORTANT: 
Please ensure that you show up to your Support Session ready to work. 
We are looking forward to speaking with you and excited to welcome
you into the Success Unite Family. 

Darren & Hollie Sassienie
Founders, Success Unite

VIEW OUR CLIENT
RESULTS

This is how we are able to get such phenomenal
(life changing) RESULTS for our clients. 

This is EVERYTHING you need to WIN.
This is NOT just 'more information'. 

This is   Transformation.

Are you ready to begin an exciting new journey
and unlock your full potential right now?

successunite.com/success-stories


